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Oliver Boyd And The Remembralls - End Of And E
Misc Unsigned Bands

F#              C#               D#m              B
Don t you ever wonder what will happen when it ends?
F#              C#         D#m               B
How can we let go of the ones who we call friends?

      F#                C#
And I know it s only a story
           D#m                  B
But for so many it s more than that
       F#                 C#
It s a world all on it s own
                D#m                   B
Where we want to put on that Sorting Hat

          C#         D#m        B
And I will miss the train ride in
        C#           D#m       B
And the pranks pulled by the twins
                C#       D#m     B
And though it s nowhere I have been
             G#m
I ll keep on smiling
          C#    C#sus2              F#
From the times I had... with them

  F#               C#         D#m             B
Could there ever be again another one like this?
F#                   F#
One, that s brought us together
       D#m                      B
And started its own music movement

          C#         D#m        B
So I will miss the train ride in
        C#           D#m       B
And the pranks pulled by the twins
                C#       D#m     B
And though it s nowhere I have been
             G#m
I ll keep on smiling
          C#    C#sus2              F#
From the times I had... with them



D#m        B         F#
Soon we will see it closed
   D#m     B       F#
The final chapter exposed
        D#m        B       F#
It s an end of an era and I m seeing clearer
G#                  B     
 Nothing will ever be the same

          C#         D#m        B
So I will miss the train ride in
        C#           D#m       B
And the pranks pulled by the twins
                C#       D#m     B
And though it s nowhere I have been
             G#m
I ll keep on smiling
          C#    C#sus2         F#
From the times I had with them
From the times I had with them 
From the times I had with them
From the times I had with them
From the times I ha_____d with them
Oooh, From the times that we had
From the times I had with the_______m
From the ti__________mes I had with them
From the times I had with them
From the times we had with them
Oho, From the times we had with them
You and me, the time we had
The times we had with them
With them...

    F#             C#                D#m     C#       B 
So don t you ever wonder what will happen when it ends..?


